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PREFACE
Under Arizona law, the Department of State, Office of the Secretary of State (Office), Administrative Rules Division, accepts state agency
rule notice and other legal filings and is the publisher of Arizona rules. The Office of the Secretary of State does not interpret or enforce rules
in the Administrative Code. Questions about rules should be directed to the state agency responsible for the promulgation of the rule.
Scott Cancelosi, Director
ADMINISTRATIVE RULES DIVISION

RULES
The definition for a rule is provided for under A.R.S. § 41-1001.
“‘Rule’ means an agency statement of general applicability that
implements, interprets, or prescribes law or policy, or describes the
procedures or practice requirements of an agency.”

to make rules is often included at the beginning of a Chapter. Other
Arizona statutes may be referenced in rule under the A.R.S. acronym.
SESSION LAW REFERENCES
Arizona Session Law references in a Chapter can be found at the
Secretary of State’s website, www.azsos.gov under Services-> Legislative Filings.

THE ADMINISTRATIVE CODE
The Arizona Administrative Code is where the official rules of the
state of Arizona are published. The Code is the official codification
of rules that govern state agencies, boards, and commissions.

EXEMPTIONS FROM THE APA
It is not uncommon for an agency to be exempt from the steps outlined in the rulemaking process as specified in the Arizona Administrative Procedures Act, also known as the APA (Arizona Revised
Statutes, Title 41, Chapter 6, Articles 1 through 10). Other agencies
may be given an exemption to certain provisions of the Act.

The Code is separated by subject into Titles. Titles are divided into
Chapters. A Chapter includes state agency rules. Rules in Chapters
are divided into Articles, then Sections. The “R” stands for “rule”
with a sequential numbering and lettering outline separated into
subsections.
Rules are codified quarterly in the Code. Supplement release dates
are printed on the footers of each Chapter.

An agency’s exemption is written in law by the Arizona State Legislature or under a referendum or initiative passed into law by Arizona voters.

First Quarter: January 1 - March 31
Second Quarter: April 1 - June 30
Third Quarter: July 1 - September 30
Fourth Quarter: October 1 - December 31

When an agency files an exempt rulemaking package with our
Office it specifies the law exemption in what is called the preamble
of rulemaking. The preamble is published in the Register online at
www.azsos.gov/rules, click on the Administrative Register link.

For example, the first supplement for the first quarter of 2021 is
cited as Supp. 21-1. Supplements are traditionally released three to
four weeks after the end of the quarter because filings are accepted
until the last day of the quarter.

Editor’s notes at the beginning of a Chapter provide information
about rulemaking Sections made by exempt rulemaking. Exempt
rulemaking notes are also included in the historical note at the end
of a rulemaking Section.

Please note: The Office publishes by Chapter, not by individual rule
Section. Therefore there might be only a few Sections codified in
each Chapter released in a supplement. This is why the Office lists
only updated codified Sections on the previous page.

The Office makes a distinction to certain exemptions because some
rules are made without receiving input from stakeholders or the
public. Other exemptions may require an agency to propose exempt
rules at a public hearing.

AUTHENTICATION OF PDF CODE CHAPTERS
The Office began to authenticate Chapters of the Code in Supp. 181 to comply with A.R.S. § 41-1012(B) and A.R.S. § 5302(1), (2)(d)
through (e), and (3)(d) through (e).

EXEMPTIONS AND PAPER COLOR
At one time the office published exempt rules on either blue or
green paper. Blue meant the authority of the exemption was given
by the Legislature; green meant the authority was determined by a
court order. In 2001 the Office discontinued publishing Chapters
using these paper colors.

A certification verifies the authenticity of each Code Chapter
posted as it is released by the Office of the Secretary of State. The
authenticated pdf of the Code includes an integrity mark with a certificate ID. Users should check the validity of the signature, especially if the pdf has been downloaded. If the digital signature is
invalid it means the document’s content has been compromised.

PERSONAL USE/COMMERCIAL USE
This Chapter is posted as a public courtesy online, and is for private
use only. Those who wish to use the contents for resale or profit
should contact the Office about Commercial Use fees. For information on commercial use fees review A.R.S. § 39-121.03 and 1
A.A.C. 1, R1-1-113.

HOW TO USE THE CODE
Rules may be in effect before a supplement is released by the
Office. Therefore, the user should refer to issues of the Arizona
Administrative Register for recent updates to rule Sections.

Rhonda Paschal, rules managing editor, assisted with the editing of this Chapter.

ARIZONA REVISED STATUTE REFERENCES
The Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) are available online at the
Legislature’s website, www.azleg.gov. An agency’s authority note
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TITLE 18. ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
CHAPTER 18. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY - EMERGENCY PLANNING AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRAINING
Authority: A.R.S. § 49-123(F) and (I)
Supp. 21-3
Editor’s Note: Chapter 208 (H.B. 2274), 52 Legislature, 2015 First Regular Session, transferred the duties of the Arizona Emergency Response Commission to the Department of Environmental Quality. The rules in this Chapter were recodified from 8 A.A.C. 4 and
8 A.A.C. 2, Article 6, at 27 A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
CHAPTER TABLE OF CONTENTS
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3. Ensure that newly appointed LEPC members participate
ARTICLE 1. EMERGENCY PLANNING AND COMMUNITY
RIGHT TO KNOW
in training provided by the Commission regarding the
responsibilities of LEPC members; and
R18-18-101. Definitions
4. Ensure that LEPC members are aware of and have the
A. The definitions in A.R.S. § 26-341 apply to this Chapter.
opportunity to attend Commission-sponsored meetings
B. In this Article, unless specified otherwise:
regarding matters related to emergency planning and pre1. “Emergency planning district” means an area that the
paredness.
Commission designates to facilitate preparing and implementing an emergency response plan.
“EPA” means the United States Environmental Protection
Agency.
3. “EPCRA” means the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986, commonly known as
SARA Title III.
4. “FD” means local fire department or the fire district with
jurisdiction for a particular facility.
5. “Hazardous substance” means a substance on the list that
appears at 40 CFR 302.4.
6. “LEPC” means “Committee,” as prescribed at A.R.S. §
26-341(2).
7. “MSDS” means material safety data sheet and has the
same meaning as prescribed at 40 CFR 370.02.
8. “NIMS” means National Incident Management System.
9. “Reportable release” means a release that is not excluded
under 40 CFR 355.40.
10. “TPQ” means threshold planning quantity and has the
same meaning as prescribed at 40 CFR 355.20.

Historical Note
New Section R18-18-103 recodified from R8-4-103 at 27
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).

2.

Historical Note
New Section R18-18-101 recodified from R8-4-101 at 27
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
R18-18-102. General Provisions
A. The Commission shall make all forms referenced in this Chapter available on its internet site.
B. The owner or operator of a facility that is required to submit
information under this Article may submit the information
electronically to the Commission and LEPC and to the FD if,
as indicated on the Commission’s web site, the FD has entered
into an agreement with the Commission regarding electronic
submission.
C. When the chair of an LEPC forwards to the Commission an
item requiring action by the Commission before its next meeting, the Executive Director of the Commission shall respond
to the LEPC on behalf of the Commission until the Commission takes action at its next meeting.
Historical Note
New Section R18-18-102 recodified from R8-4-102 at 27
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
R18-18-103. Responsibilities of an LEPC
A. Members of an LEPC shall fulfill the responsibilities listed at
42 U.S.C. 11001(c), October 17, 1986, which is incorporated
by reference, contains no future editions or amendments, and
is available from the Commission and the U.S. Government
Printing Office, P.O. Box 371954, Pittsburgh, PA 15250.
B. In addition to the responsibilities under subsection (A), members of an LEPC shall:
1. Establish procedures for access to the Local Emergency
Response Plan;
2. Evaluate the resources needed to develop and implement
the Local Emergency Response Plan and make recommendations to the County Board of Supervisors and the
Commission regarding mechanisms to provide the
resources needed;
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R18-18-104. Emergency Planning and Preparedness
A. If a facility is required to comply with 40 CFR 355.30, the
owner or operator of the facility shall also comply with the
emergency planning and preparedness requirements in this
Section.
B. If a facility is designated by the Commission under A.R.S. §
26-347(B), the owner or operator of the facility shall comply
with the emergency planning and preparedness requirements
in this Section and the reporting requirements of R18-18-107.
C. No later than 60 days after a facility first becomes subject to
the emergency planning and preparedness requirements of this
Section, the owner or operator of the facility shall submit a
facility emergency response plan according to A.R.S. § 26347(D). The owner or operator of the facility may submit the
facility emergency response plan by completing and submitting an Emergency Response Plan Questionnaire, which is
available from the Commission.
D. The owner or operator of a facility that submits an Emergency
Response Plan Questionnaire under subsection (C) may also
submit a Hazard Analysis Worksheet for each extremely hazardous substance at the facility that equals or exceeds the TPQ.
E. On or before March 1 of each year, the owner or operator of a
facility described in subsection (A) or (B) shall:
1. Review and determine whether the facility emergency
response plan submitted under subsection (C) is still
accurate and, if changes are needed to ensure that the
facility emergency response plan is accurate, submit
information regarding the relevant changes. If information regarding relevant changes to the facility emergency
response plan is submitted, the owner or operator of the
facility may revise and submit the Hazard Analysis
Worksheet previously submitted under subsection (D);
and
2. Comply with R18-18-107(C).
Historical Note
New Section R18-18-104 recodified from R8-4-104 with
amendments to Chapter Section and subsection references at 27 A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective
date of September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
R18-18-105. Local Emergency Response Plan
A. Within 12 months after the Commission designates a new
emergency planning district and appoints members of an
LEPC for the newly designated emergency planning district,
the LEPC shall prepare an emergency response plan that complies with the requirements at A.R.S. § 26-345(E) and complies with NIMS.
B. On or before December 31 of each year and when there are
changed circumstances in the community or at a facility, an
LEPC shall review and update the emergency response plan
for its emergency planning district.
C. An LEPC shall submit a copy of the emergency response plan
prepared under subsection (A) or (B) to the Commission.
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2. Owners or operators of facilities meeting the following
D. Within 60 days after the Commission receives a copy of an
conditions are exempt from the reporting fee(s):
emergency response plan under subsection (C), the Commisa. Any business or other outlet that primarily reports or
sion staff shall:
sells gasoline, diesel and other motor fuel only at
1. Review the emergency response plan and make recomretail to the public.
mendations for revisions necessary to ensure that the
b. Any business or other outlet that only files a Tier II
emergency response plan complies with law and coordireport to claim lead acid batteries.
nates with the emergency response plans of adjoining
c. Any business or other outlet that only files a Tier II
emergency planning districts; and
report to claim diesel or gasoline.
2. Return the emergency response plan and recommendad. Any business or other outlet that resides on tribal
tions to the LEPC.
lands or a tribal Nation and must report to a Tribal
E. An LEPC shall ensure that the emergency response plan preEmergency Response Commission (TERC) or
pared under subsection (B) and reviewed and amended under
Chemical-Tribal Emergency Response Commission
subsection (D) is incorporated into the county’s emergency
(C-TERC).
operations plan in accordance with county procedures.
C. If a facility ceases to meet the minimum reporting thresholds
F. At least biennially and after providing at least 30 days notice to
of 40 CFR 370, Subpart B, for EHS and hazardous chemical
the Commission, an LEPC shall conduct an exercise of its
reporting with regard to a specific EHS or hazardous chemical,
emergency response plan.
the owner or operator of the facility may submit a notice to the
G. On or before December 31 of each year, an LEPC shall survey
Commission, LEPC, and FD indicating that the specific EHS
its emergency planning district to determine how many copies
or hazardous chemical is no longer present in a quantity that
of the U.S. Department of Transportation Emergency
meets the minimum reporting threshold.
Response Guidebook are needed and forward the information
regarding the number of copies needed to the Commission.
Historical Note
New Section R18-18-107 recodified from R8-4-107 at 27
Historical Note
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of SepNew Section R18-18-105 recodified from R8-4-105 at 27
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
R18-18-108. Compliance Procedures
A. The Commission shall make information regarding the
R18-18-106. Reportable Release Notification
EPCRA available to the owner or operator of a facility.
The owner or operator of a facility at which a reportable release
B. The owner or operator of a facility may obtain guidance, but
occurs shall:
not legal advice, regarding complying with the EPCRA by
1. Comply with the notification requirements of A.R.S. §
contacting the Commission.
26-348(A);
2. Submit the written follow-up emergency notice required
Historical Note
under A.R.S. § 26-348(B); and
New Section R18-18-108 recodified from R8-4-108 at 27
3. Update the notice provided under subsection (2) as
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of Seprequired under A.R.S. § 26-348(C).
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
Historical Note
R18-18-109. Community Right-to-know Procedures
New Section R18-18-106 recodified from R8-4-106 at 27
A. To obtain information regarding a specific hazardous chemical
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of Sepor extremely hazardous substance at a specific facility, local
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
emergency response plan, or notice regarding a reportable
release, a person shall submit a written request to the CommisR18-18-107. Extremely Hazardous Substance (EHS) or Hazsion or LEPC. If a request is submitted to an LEPC, the LEPC
ardous Chemical Reporting
may forward a copy of the request to the Commission so ComA. The owner or operator of a facility shall comply with the
mission staff can coordinate a response to the request. To
extremely hazardous substance and hazardous chemical
obtain a copy of a Form R relating to toxic chemical releases, a
reporting requirements of 40 CFR 370, Subpart B, July 1,
person shall submit a written request to the Commission.
2007, which is incorporated by this reference, contains no later
B. As required by 42 U.S.C. 11022, the Commission or LEPC
amendments or editions, and is available from the Commission
shall respond to a written request for information. The
and the U.S. Government Printing Office, P.O. Box 371954,
response shall advise the person making the request of one of
Pittsburgh, PA 15250.
the following:
B. As required by A.R.S. § 26-350, an owner or operator
1. The time and location at which the person may inspect
described in subsection (A) shall submit a Tier Two Emerand copy the requested information,
gency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory Form, using a form
2. That additional information is needed to process the
available from the Commission, by March 1 of each year. All
request,
facilities subject to this reporting requirement shall be subject
3. That the requested information is not available but the
to the Tier II Emergency and Hazardous Chemical Inventory
Commission or LEPC will ask the owner or operator of
Reporting fee schedule:
the facility to provide the information, or
1. Each owner or operator of a facility required to file a haz4. That the request is denied because:
ardous chemical inventory report(s) (Tier II Reports)
a. The requested information does not exist,
under the provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 11022 will be
b. The owner or operator of the facility is not required
assessed a report filing fee of seventy-five dollars
to provide the information,
($75.00) for the first required facility report and an addic. The Commission or LEPC determined that disclostional fee of twenty dollars ($20.00) for each additional
ing the information will impair its ability to protect
required facility report up to a maximum limit of five
public health or safety and the public interest in nonhundred dollars ($500) per annual reporting period.
September 30, 2021
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a. The number of facilities required to report to the
disclosure outweighs the public interest in discloLEPC under this Chapter;
sure, or
b. The population represented by the LEPC; and
d. The information is exempt by law from disclosure.
c. The number of reportable releases during the past
C. Before releasing information, the Commission or LEPC shall
year in the area represented by the LEPC.
advise the owner or operator of a facility of the request for
E. Within 60 days after the grant-proposal deadline specified in
information regarding the facility.
the notice of grant availability, the Commission shall provide
D. Under A.R.S. § 39-121, the Commission or LEPC shall charge
written notice to each LEPC that applies for grant funds
the person making a request under this Section the cost of
regarding whether grant funds will be awarded and if so, the
reproducing the information requested. The Commission shall
amount awarded.
deposit the funds received under this subsection in accordance
F. An LEPC that receives grant funds shall submit progress
with A.R.S. § 26-343(G).
reports to the Commission on dates prescribed by the CommisHistorical Note
sion. The LEPC shall include in each progress report a sumNew Section R18-18-109 recodified from R8-4-109 at 27
mary of the work done to accomplish the goal stated in the
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of Sepgrant proposal and a detailed accounting of the expended and
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
remaining grant funds.
R18-18-110. Grants
Historical Note
A. On or before September 1 of each year, the Commission shall
New Section R18-18-110 recodified from R8-4-110 with
provide notice that is consistent with A.R.S. § 41-2702 to all
amendments to Chapter Section references at 27 A.A.R.
LEPCs regarding grants that are available from the Commis1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1,
sion.
2021 (Supp. 21-3).
B. To receive funds that are awarded on a non-competitive basis,
ARTICLE 2. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TRAINING
an LEPC shall submit a “Certification and Request for FundPROGRAM, STUDENT AND INSTRUCTOR EVIDENCE OF
ing” form in which the LEPC certifies that it:
COMPLETION
1. Is in compliance with all applicable law, including NIMS;
2. Will use the funds in the manner intended;
R18-18-201. Definitions
3. Will keep separate funds from the Emergency Response
The following definitions apply in this Article, unless the context
Fund and funds from other sources; and
requires otherwise:
4. Will submit all required reports.
1. “Authorized instructor” means an individual who the
C. To receive grant funds that are awarded on a competitive basis,
Division determines meets the criteria at R18-18-202.
an LEPC shall submit to the Commission a proposal that spec2. “Director” means the director of the Division.
ifies:
3. “Division” means the Arizona Division of Emergency
1. The goal that the LEPC intends to accomplish with any
Management.
grant funds received,
4. “Evidence of Completion” means a document issued by
2. Where the grant funds will be spent,
the Division to an individual who successfully completes
3. The amount of grant funds needed to accomplish the
a standardized course of instruction.
goal,
5. “Hazmat First Responder Awareness Level personnel”
4. The time needed to accomplish the goal, and
means individuals who are likely to witness or discover a
5. Other information that the Commission requests to assist
hazardous material release and who are trained to initiate
the Commission to evaluate the grant proposal.
an emergency response sequence by notifying the proper
D. On behalf of the Commission, Commission staff shall meet at
authorities of the release.
least annually with members of the LEPCs to establish the cri6. “Hazmat First Responder Operations Level operatives”
teria used to evaluate a grant proposal. Commission staff, on
means individuals who are trained to respond in a defenbehalf of the Commission, shall evaluate each proposal that is
sive fashion without actually trying to stop a hazardous
timely received using the criteria established. The Commismaterial release.
sion shall ensure that the criteria used include consideration of
7. “Hazardous materials” means:
both the qualification of and need for an LEPC to receive a
a. Any material designated under the hazardous mategrant.
rials transportation act of 1974 (49 U.S.C. 1801);
1. The criteria regarding qualification of an LEPC to receive
b. Any element, compound, mixture, solution, or suba grant may include:
stance designated under the comprehensive environa. The extent to which the LEPC fulfilled the responsimental response, compensation, and liability act of
bilities listed in R18-18-103;
1980 (42 U.S.C. 9602);
b. Whether the LEPC complied with all provisions of
c. Any substance designated in the emergency planR18-18-104;
ning and community right-to-know act of 1986 (42
c. Whether the LEPC submitted all reports required for
U.S.C. 11002);
grant funds previously received;
d. Any substance designated in the water pollution
d. Whether previously received grant funds were used
control act (33 U.S.C. 1317(a) and 1321(b)(2)(A));
in a manner that achieved the goal established;
e. Any hazardous waste having the characteristics
e. Attendance by LEPC members at Commissionidentified under or listed under A.R.S. § 49-922;
sponsored meetings; and
f. Any imminently hazardous chemical substance or
f. The number of training sessions provided by LEPC
mixture with respect to which action is taken under
members to emergency responders in the emergency
the toxic substances control act (15 U.S.C. 2606);
planning district; and
g. Any material or substance determined to be radioac2. The criteria regarding need for an LEPC to receive a
tive under the atomic energy act of 1954 (42 U.S.C.
grant may include:
2011);
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C. Topics covered in the Hazmat First Responder Operations
h. Any substance designated as a hazardous substance
Level course are:
under A.R.S. § 49-201; and
1. Basic hazard and risk assessment techniques;
i. Any highly hazardous chemical or regulated sub2. How to select and use proper protective equipment;
stance as listed in the clean air act of 1963 (42
3. Basic hazardous materials terms;
U.S.C. 7401-7671).
4. How to perform basic control, containment, or confine8. “Hazardous materials incident” means an uncontrolled,
ment operations with the resources and personal protecunpermitted release or potential release of hazardous
tive equipment available;
materials that presents an imminent and substantial dan5. How to implement basic decontaminating procedures;
ger to the public health or welfare or to the environment.
and
9. “Hazardous materials response experience” means
6. Standard operating and terminating procedures.
knowledge and skills gained by responding to hazardous
materials incidents.
Historical Note
10. “Instructor requirements” means the criteria listed at R18New Section R18-18-202 recodified from R8-2-602 at 27
18-202 for authorization as an instructor by the Division.
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of Sep11. “Release” means any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring,
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
emitting, emptying, discharging, injecting, escaping,
leaching, dumping, or disposing into the environment, but
R18-18-203. Instructor Authorization and Renewal
excludes:
A. Instructor authorization:
a. Release that results in exposure to persons solely
1. An instructor authorized by the Division shall teach each
within a workplace, with respect to a claim that the
Hazmat First Responder Awareness Level and Hazmat
persons may assert against their employer;
First Responder Operations Level course.
b. Emissions from the engine exhaust of a motor vehi2. To be authorized as an instructor, an individual shall subcle, rolling stock, aircraft, vessel, or pipeline pumpmit the following to the Division:
ing station engine;
a. A “Participant Application” form obtained from the
c. Release of source, byproduct, or special nuclear
Division, located at the Department of Emergency
material from a nuclear incident, as those terms are
and Military Affairs, 5636 E. McDowell Road, Bldg.
defined in the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, if the
101, Phoenix, Arizona 85008. The applicant shall
release is subject to financial protection requireprovide the following information to take an instrucments established by the Nuclear Regulatory Comtor workshop:
mission under section 170 of the Act, or for the
i. Course number;
purposes of section 104 of the Comprehensive Enviii. Course date;
ronmental Response, Compensation, and Liability
iii. Course title;
Act or any other response action, any release of
iv. Applicant’s name;
source, byproduct, or special nuclear material from
v. SSN;
any processing site designated under section
vi. Applicant’s employer;
102(a)(1) or 302(a) of the Uranium Mill Tailings
vii. Applicant’s position or title;
Radiation Control Act of 1978; and
viii. Phone number;
d. Normal application of fertilizer.
ix. Fax number, if any;
x. Work mailing address, city, state, zip code, and
Historical Note
county;
New Section R18-18-201 recodified from R8-2-601 with
xi. Electronic mail address, if any;
amendments to Chapter Section references at 27 A.A.R.
xii. Brief description of current duties and how
1535, with an immediate effective date of September 1,
training as an instructor will be used;
2021 (Supp. 21-3).
xiii. Applicant’s signature and date; and
xiv. Supervisor’s signature, if applicable, and date;
R18-18-202. Hazmat First Responder Awareness Level Course
b. Evidence of two years’ experience in hazardous
and Hazmat First Responder Operations Level Course Curricmaterials incident response;
ulum
c. Evidence of Completion of at least 80 hours for
A. An authorized instructor shall conduct a Hazmat First
Awareness Level or at least 240 hours for Operations
Responder Awareness Level course or a Hazmat First
Level of hazardous materials training, and a signed
Responder Operations Level course in accordance with the
copy of attendance and performance records;
standardized curriculum maintained by the Division. The Divid. A letter of recommendation to take instructor trainsion shall promptly notify all authorized instructors of any
ing from the applicant’s employer, local emergency
change in the curriculum.
planning committee chair, county emergency manB. Topics covered in the Hazmat First Responder Awareness
agement director, or coordinator; and
Level course are:
e. A brief summary of the applicant’s experience in
1. What hazardous materials are and the risks associated
hazardous materials response and as an instructor of
with a hazardous materials incident;
adult-level courses.
2. Potential outcomes associated with an emergency created
3. After an applicant submits to the Division the documentawhen hazardous materials are present;
tion described in subsection (A)(2)(a), the applicant shall:
3. How to recognize the presence of hazardous materials in
a. Attend the instructor workshop,
an emergency;
b. Attain a score of at least 90% on the written exam,
4. How to identify different hazardous materials; and
and
5. Role of a first responder awareness individual in an
employer’s emergency response plan, including site security and control, and use of current resource materials.
September 30, 2021
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18 A.A.C. 18

CHAPTER 18. DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY - EMERGENCY PLANNING AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
TRAINING
B. Within two weeks following completion of either the Hazmat
c. Successfully complete a teach back to demonstrate
First Responder Awareness Level course or refresher, or the
appropriate educational methodology and instrucHazmat First Responder Operations Level course or refresher,
tional techniques during an oral presentation.
the instructor shall provide the Division with all course
4. The Division shall issue Evidence of Completion to an
records, including student application forms, course roster,
individual who successfully completes the instructor
completed pre- and post-exam answer sheets, and instructor
workshop.
and course evaluations. In addition, the instructor shall return
5. The Division shall maintain records of instructor authoriall unused course materials to the Division.
zation.
6. Instructor authorization is valid for two calendar years.
Historical Note
B. To renew instructor authorization obtained from the Division,
New Section R18-18-204 recodified from R8-2-604 at 27
an authorized instructor shall:
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of Sep1. Submit a “Participant Application” form as described in
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
subsection (A) to take an instructor refresher workshop;
2. Attend an instructor refresher workshop sponsored by the
R18-18-205. Hazmat First Responder Awareness Level PerDivision before expiration of the current instructor authosonnel and Hazmat First Responder Operations Level Operarization; and
tives Evidence of Completion
3. Provide evidence of having taught either a Hazmat First
A. To receive Evidence of Completion as Hazmat First
Responder Awareness Level course or refresher, or a
Responder Awareness Level personnel or as Hazmat First
Hazmat First Responder Operations Level course or
Responder Operations Level operative, an individual shall:
refresher, two times in the current authorization period.
1. Submit a “Participant Application” form as described in
C. An instructor who fails to comply with subsection (B), may
R18-18-203(A) for Division-sponsored courses. For nonobtain instructor authorization by applying and meeting the
Division-sponsored courses, the individual shall submit
requirements as a new instructor under subsection (A).
the course application contained in the student manual:
a. Course number: U100 (First Responder Awareness
Historical Note
Course) or U200 (First Responder Operations Level
New Section R18-18-203 recodified from R8-2-603 at 27
Course);
A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date of Sepb. Course date;
tember 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
c. Course name: First Responder Awareness Course or
First Responder Operations Level Course;
R18-18-204. Hazmat First Responder Awareness Level
d. Applicant’s name;
Course and Hazmat First Responder Operations Level Course
e. SSN;
Division Requirements
f. Title;
A. An instructor authorized by the Division shall teach each
g. Phone number;
Hazmat First Responder Awareness Level course and Hazmat
h. Fax number, if any;
First Responder Operations Level course. An instructor shall
i. Organization;
notify the Division at least 30 days before course delivery by
j. Electronic address; and
submitting a “Course Request Form” obtained from the Divik. Work mailing address, city, state, zip and county;
sion, located at the Department of Emergency and Military
and
Affairs, 5636 E. McDowell Road, Bldg. 101, Phoenix, Ari2. Successfully complete the Hazmat First Responder
zona 85008. The instructor shall provide the following inforAwareness Level course, or the Hazmat First Responder
mation:
Operations Level course, and attain a score of at least
1. Name of requestor;
75% on the written exam.
2. Date;
B. The Division shall issue Evidence of Completion to an indi3. Agency of requestor;
vidual who successfully completes the Hazmat First
4. Mailing address, city, state, zip code and county;
Responder Awareness Level course or the Hazmat First
5. Phone number;
Responder Operations Level course. The employer of an indi6. Fax number, if any;
vidual issued Evidence of Completion shall maintain evidence
7. Name of agency head;
of the individual’s competency under 29 CFR 1910.120(Q)(6)
8. Applicant signature;
and (Q)(8)(ii), published by the United States Government
9. Electronic mail address;
Printing Office and revised July 1, 2001, with no later editions
10. Type of course;
or amendments. This regulation is incorporated by reference
11. Course name;
and on file with the Division and the Office of the Secretary of
12. Course number;
State.
13. Date course is offered;
14. Training site address and county;
Historical Note
15. Intended audience;
New Section R18-18-205 recodified from R8-2-605 with
16. Estimated number of participants;
amendments to a Chapter Section and subsection refer17. Name and signature of requestor; and
ence at 27 A.A.R. 1535, with an immediate effective date
18. County emergency management director or local emerof September 1, 2021 (Supp. 21-3).
gency planning committee chairperson endorsement:
name, signature, title, and date.
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